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Stan, giving a talk, evidently about neutrinos!
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The idea of this gathering is to talk some physics, 
   maybe related to Stan, but mainly in the sense 
   that Stan would have enjoyed to hear about it.

I then found some historical material and thought
   would be fun to share it. So, the scope of this
   introduction creeped up.

Then (yesterday) Jonathan sent me some more 
   material on the work of group G at SLAC: 
   he will present this 
     –morphing from session chair to speaker

Two colleagues would have really liked to be here but could not:

Bill Foster
YiFang Wang
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Note that, before lunch, we’d like to take a photo.  
    So please do not disperse and try to follow the instructions!
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Hired as assistant prof (1966)

“There seems to be no way that I can avoid writing you a letter of recommendation 
   concerning Dr. Stanley Wojcicki, so here goes.  As you know, Stanley is the number 
   one choice of my research group and me…”

Apparently, the Berkeley Dept Chair was in India and Segre’ was filling in and of the 
   opinion that there were too many particle physicists, so he would not want to hire Stan.

“Burt Moyer has assured me that he will do everything in his power to get Stanley onto the 
   faculty [at Berkeley] as soon as he returns from India.”
“…he has always been considered by those who knew him or his work, to be one of the 
   most outstanding young members of the physics community”
“The place [LBL] is just brighter and cheerier because of his presence…”
“Now I wish I had learned to keep my big mouth shut, since we are going to be very 
   unhappy if someone like you gets Stanley away from the Berkeley physics department.”
         Luis Alvarez
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Hired as assistant prof (1966)
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Tenure, 1968
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Promotion to full Prof (1972-3)

“I find him to be one of the most useful members of the NAL committee. 
  He has the ability to put his finger on the crucial points of each experiment
  under consideration, while disregarding political aspects…”  
        Jim Cronin
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Promotion to full Prof (1972-3)



The Schwartz- Wojcicki SLAC Group --- Group G

By Jonathan Dorfan 

One of the 8 initial SLAC letter groups, their SLAC experimental 
program derived its uniqueness from the glorious KL spectrometer 
built by Stan and Mel which resulted in ~ 10 years of pioneering 
KL decay experiments 
 



Schwartz-Wojcicki KL Spectrometer 

KL’s were produced in End Station B 

KL Spectrometer: decay volume and detectors  

Key attribute:  Electromagnetic production of the KL beam 
                           meant low contamination from neutrons



1976

1967

1970

1972

1974

1975

Group C KL Publications
1967-1976 



So why the letter group name “G”?

Group G physicists were not collecting data solely, it seems, in particle physics 
but also in the discipline of genetics

Mel and Marylin Schwartz arrived at Stanford with a son.  Their next birth was 
a girl; Stan and Esther had three girls,  David and Carol Dorfan a girl, 
John and Mary Liu had two girls, Jasper and Rita Kirkby 2 girls, ……. so 
when Renee and I found we were pregnant, there was no need of a gender 
test – and indeed in March 1976 out popped a girl 

In the years 1967-1976 there were 11 straight female births in Group GIRL.

Perhaps Anne can survey the             databases to see if the hypothesis that 
woking in a KL beam produces exclusively female births is provable?
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